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This article covers frequently asked questions regarding T-SplinesÂ® Licensing for RhinoÂ®. How to register a program if a
service client is being created in or with the help of it? The registration process usually consists of two steps: 1. Registration of
the main part of the program. The program is written in a client language under RhinosÂ® (in a configuration without a client
language). After registering the main part, an additional program can be created (for example, for checking, printing, viewing,
debugging the results of work, etc.), which is also registered in the client language. 2. Create or upload to Rhinoro. All programs
created with Rhinsoft T-splines Â® are generated in client languages â€‹â€‹and stored in the user directory, hence the name
"CAD/SED/SKD". Therefore, it is possible to run a new program on Rhini SEDM or on RHINORO only after it is registered in
the user part of the program (in RhINoro, registration is carried out both for objects and for subsystems). In the client part,
when selecting a program from the list, at the top (in the selection fields) you can choose in which language the main program
code is generated - on the client or on the working machine (in this case, the file name will also be generated for the working
directory, and not for client-server). If the program is created using an embedded programming language, then the choice of
generation language must first be made in RHinesic. When executing the t-sedm / t-scredm / gt / crm command, it will not
create an application in R-Office or in the CAD system. To generate, you need to reconnect to the server. This command is
needed to generate document packages for workflow (Document Management), create and load documents for programs or
configuration files. To run the program over the Internet, you need to repeat the t-e/online command. It is necessary to restart R-
Office / CAD server or database server. If R-Terminal server (or lower) is used, then the program on the working computer will
be created and opened. After uploading all the necessary files to the server, it is possible to generate documents via the network
or using client software. The difference in this case from running through client-client is that configuration files are generated in
the server part (Server), and
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